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What happens when you use a black box?

A black box predictive model is a formula that is either too 
complicated to understand or proprietary.



Glenn Rodriguez

Glenn Rodriguez was denied parole because 
of a miscalculated “COMPAS” score.

A typographical error in a COMPAS score can 
lead to years of extra prison time.



Where did Breezometer
go wrong?

We’ll never know…



And this is the tip of the iceberg…



• An interpretable machine learning model obeys a domain-specific set 
of constraints that makes its computations easier to understand.

• My technical definition: An interpretable machine learning model is 
constrained in model form so that it is either useful to someone, or 
obeys structural knowledge of the domain, such as monotonicity, 
causality, structural (generative) constraints, additivity, or physical 
constraints that come from domain knowledge.

• There’s a spectrum. 



• Seizure are common (20%)
• Seizureà Brain Damage
• Need EEG to detect seizures

Need to use EEG data to predict 
seizures to determine EEG duration

EEG is expensive and limited: 24hrs of 
monitoring is $1600-$4000

Preventing Brain Damage in Critically Ill Patients

CT-angiography, Anterior Communicating 
Saccular Aneurysm

Head CT without contrast showing 
Subarachnoid Hemorrhage



Seizure

1. Any cEEG Pattern with Frequency 2 Hz 1 point · · ·
2. Epileptiform Discharges 1 point + · · ·
3. Patterns include [LPD, LRDA, BIPD] 1 point + · · ·
4. Patterns Superimposed with Fast or Sharp Activity 1 point + · · ·
5. Prior Seizure 1 point + · · ·
6. Brief Rhythmic Discharges 2 points + · · ·

SCORE = · · ·

SCORE 0 1 2 3 4 5 6+
RISK <5% 11.9% 26.9% 50.0% 73.1% 88.1% 95.3%

1. Brief Rhythmic Discharges 2 points · · ·
2. Patterns Include LPD 2 points + · · ·
3. Prior Seizure 1 point + · · ·
4. Epileptiform Discharge 1 point + · · ·

SCORE = · · ·

SCORE 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
RISK 4.7% 11.9% 26.9% 50.0% 73.1% 88.1% 95.3%
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• 2HELPS2B was not created by doctors
• It is a ML model
• It is just as accurate as black box models.
• Doctors can decide themselves whether 

to trust it
• Doctors can calibrate the score with 

information not in the database

2HELPS2B



There are many 
variables to 
choose from.



Logistic 
Loss

Model 
Size

Small 
Integer 

Coefficients

Risk-Calibrated Supersparse Linear Integer Models (Risk-SLIM)
(Ustun, R, 2019)
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MINLP – really hard…  



CT-angiography, Anterior Communicating 
Saccular Aneurysm

Head CT without contrast showing 
Subarachnoid Hemorrhage

1-Hour Screening EEG

2HELPS2B=3 (high-risk)

• Placed on Continuous EEG for >72H
• Start on preventative medications

Preventing Brain Damage in Critically Ill Patients



So far…

• Resulted in 63.6% reduction in duration of EEG monitoring per patient
• $1,134.831 saving per patient1

• 2.82 X More Patients Monitored
• $6.1M estimated savings in FY 2018 at MGH,UW

• Implemented: University of Wisconsin, Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical 
School 

• Ongoing implementation: Emory University, Duke University, Medical University of South 
Carolina, Free University of Brussels (Belgium)

12016 Medicare Reimbursement Most Common Professional Code

• 2HELPS2B validated on independent multicenter cohort (N=2111)



• So that’s how interpretable models are supposed to work…
but don’t they lose accuracy?



Glenn Rodriguez was denied 
parole because of a miscalculated 
“COMPAS” score.

How accurate is COMPAS? 
Data from Florida can tell us…



COMPAS vs. CORELS

CORELS:  (Certifiably Optimal RulE ListS, with 
Elaine Angelino, Nicholas Larus-Stone, Daniel 
Alabi, and Margo Seltzer, KDD 2017 & JMLR 2018)

Here is the machine learning model:

COMPAS: (Correctional Offender 
Management Profiling for 

Alternative Sanctions) 

If age=19-20 and sex=male, then predict arrest
else if age=21-22 and priors=2-3 then predict arrest
else if priors >3 then predict arrest
else predict no arrest



Prediction of re-arrest within 2 years

If age=19-20 and sex=male, then predict arrest
else if age=21-22 and priors=2-3 then predict arrest
else if priors >3 then predict arrest
else predict no arrest



Prediction of re-arrest within 2 years

If age=19-20 and sex=male, then predict arrest
else if age=21-22 and priors=2-3 then predict arrest
else if priors >3 then predict arrest
else predict no arrest



• Interpretable ML – When you use a model that is not black box.

• Explainable ML – When you use a black box and explain it 
afterwards (posthoc)
• Start with a black box. 
• Create another model that approximates it.
• Compute derivatives of it.
• Visualize what part of the input the model is paying attention to.
:



Interpretable Models 

• Double Trouble: Forces you to rely on two models instead of one.  
Those models necessarily disagree with each other
• An explanation that is right 90% of the time is wrong 10% of the time.

• Typos are a problem when inputting data into black box models. 

• If you can produce an accurate interpretable model, why explain a 
black box? (e.g., COMPAS vs CORELS) 

Explanations of Black 
Box Models



Interpretable Models  

• “Explanations” are not actually explanations of what the model is doing. 
Approximations are not explanations! Gets variable importance wrong.

Explanations of Black 
Box Models

𝑓(𝑥) ≈ &𝑓(𝑥)

𝑓(𝑥)

&𝑓(𝑥)

Depends on age, 
number of prior crimes

Depends on age, priors and race

COMPAS

An approximation





Interpretable Models  

• “Explanations” are not actually explanations of what the model is doing. 
Approximations are not explanations! Gets variable importance wrong.

Explanations of Black 
Box Models

𝑓(𝑥) ≈ &𝑓(𝑥)

𝑓(𝑥)

&𝑓(𝑥)

Depends on age, 
number of prior crimes

COMPAS

An approximation
Depends on age, priors and race



What ProPublica Did
• They showed that FPR and FNR varied by race.

• This is a property of the data, not necessarily the model.                                     
In Broward County, blacks in the database are younger and have more priors. 

• They suggested maybe this might not be a good comparison, we 
should condition on age and number of priors and reexamine.
• Good idea

• After conditioning on age and number of priors, still found a linear 
approximation to COMPAS with a low pvalue for the race covariate. 
• We don’t think COMPAS is linear 

• Concluded that COMPAS depends on race.
• Bad idea

Rudin, Wang, and Coker. The Age of Secrecy and Unfairness in Recidivism Prediction. Harvard Data Science Review, 2020



A peek inside COMPAS?



A peek inside COMPAS?



Scatter plot of COMPAS violent scores vs age for all individuals in Broward County FL.
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Rudin, Wang, and Coker. The Age of Secrecy and Unfairness in Recidivism Prediction. Harvard Data Science Review, 2020



A peek inside COMPAS?

Does COMPAS – fage depend on race?
It doesn’t seem to.
(We ran machine learning methods with and without race to see if they 
need race to predict COMPAS well. They performed similarly.)

Rudin, Wang, and Coker. The Age of Secrecy and Unfairness in Recidivism Prediction. Harvard Data Science Review, 2020







This is a serious disadvantage to 
complicated or proprietary models.  

137 factors entered by hand for 
each survey

1% error rate → 75% chance of at 
least one typo on a survey

In Florida….?







Possibly typos in the COMPAS documentation from Northpointe?

COMPAS Documentation

Corrected version?



Back to Interpretable vs Explainable…



From the DARPA XAI BAA, 2016

This figure is phony baloneyThe tradeoff doesn’t 
happen like this

Static dataset?

Fixed evaluation metric?

Are they talking about

explaining black boxes?





• Typos (e.g., Glenn Rodriguez’s COMPAS calculation)

• Black box models still force you to trust the dataset.

• Double trouble: Forces you to rely on two models instead of one.

Those models necessarily disagree with each other
• An explanation that is right 90% of the time is wrong 10% of the time.

• The explanations are not really explanations, they don’t use the same variables.

(Propublica scandal: They said COMPAS depends on age, criminal history, and race.    
But their analysis is wrong - it possibly only depends on race through age and criminal 
history.)

• If you can produce an interpretable model, why explain black boxes? Do you really 
want to extend the authority of the black box?



Problem spectrum

age   45
congestive heart failure?   yes
takes  aspirin
smoking?  no
gender   M
exercise?  yes
allergies?  no
number of past strokes   2
diabetes? yes

Tabular: All features are interpretable
- many problems in criminal justice, healthcare, 

social sciences, equipment reliability & 
maintenance, etc. 

- features include counts, categorical data

Raw: Features are individually uninterpretable
- pixels/voxels, words, a bit of a sound wave



• …But don’t they lose accuracy?

The answer seems to be no.
But you must be able to choose a good definition of interpretability.
In most cases, interpretability helps accuracy.



An interpretable deep neural network?



Zhi

Webster

Nature Machine Intelligence, 2020



CNN’s are not naturally disentangled



CNN’s are not naturally disentangled
Consider the latent space of the Batch Norm layer

Batch N
orm

alization

latent space 

neuron 1

ne
ur

on
 2 ● concept 1

● concept 2
● concept 3
● concept 4

Create a vector pointing towards each concept. They are not naturally orthonormal.



Batch N
orm

alization
Concept Whitening (CW) disentangles this space.

Concept W
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When a CW module is added to a CNN, 
- the latent space is whitened (decorrelated and normalized) 
- the axes of the latent space are aligned with concepts of interest
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- the axes of the latent space are aligned with concepts of interest



When CW is added to different layers…

In earlier layers, color and texture information related to the concepts are 
represented along the axes

Most activated 2nd layer



When CW is added to different layers…

Most activated

In deeper layers, pure high-level semantic meaning of target 
concepts is captured by the axes

16th layer



See how an image travels through the layers
airplane

be
d

Because this image has warm colors, it lies 
mainly along the bed axis at layer 1
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See how an image travels through the layers
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Advantages of CW over BatchNorm

➣ No sacrifice in accuracy
- accuracy is on par with standard CNNs

➣ Easy to use
- warm-start from pretrained model requires only one
additional epoch of further training
- Note: requires training data for the concepts to define the axes

➣ Disentangles the latent space



Summary /Perspective

• Predictive models are everywhere
• Criminal justice, air pollution, allocation of health services, health treatment, 

recommender systems, automated driving systems

• Don’t we want to be able to troubleshoot them?
• Don’t we want to detect if they biased in a harmful way?
• Don’t we want to be able to ensure a typo didn’t make a decision for us?
• Don’t we want to be able to use them in high stakes decisions?
• Don’t we want to understand them?



Thanks
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Concept Whitening for Neural Disentanglement
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